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	When compared to classical sciences such as math, with roots in prehistory, and physics, with roots in antiquity, geographical information science (GISci) is the new kid on the block. Its theoretical foundations are therefore still developing and data quality and uncertainty modeling for spatial data and spatial analysis is an important branch of that theory. Principles of Modeling Uncertainties in Spatial Data and Spatial Analyses outlines the foundational principles and supplies a firm grasp of the disciplines’ theoretical underpinnings.


	Comprehensive, Systematic Review of Methods for Handling Uncertainties


	The book summarizes the principles of modeling uncertainty of spatial data and spatial analysis, and then introduces the developed methods for handling uncertainties in spatial data and modeling uncertainties in spatial models. Building on this foundation, the book goes on to explore modeling uncertainties in spatial analyses and describe methods for presentation of data as quality information. Progressing from basic to advanced topics, the organization of the contents reflects the four major theoretical breakthroughs in uncertainty modeling: advances in spatial object representation, uncertainty modeling for static spatial data to dynamic spatial analyses, uncertainty modeling for spatial data to spatial models, and error description of spatial data to spatial data quality control.


	Determine Fitness-of-Use for Your Applications


	Modeling uncertainties is essential for the development of geographic information science. Uncertainties always exist in GIS and are then propagated in the results of any spatial analysis. The book delineates how GIS can be a better tool for decision-making and demonstrates how the methods covered can be used to control the data quality of GIS products.
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Designing SQL Server 2000 Databases for .Net EnterSyngress Publishing, 2001
As a consultant, the process of designing and developing technology-based solutions is
one that you get to know intimately, thanks to iteration. Having been involved in a dozen
or more projects in the past few years, I came to realize that a common component exists
at the center of every one of those solutions. That component is the...
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Solar Energy Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2007
FOLLOW THE SUN TO MORE EVIL FUN!
Let the sun shine on your evil side - and have a wicked amount of fun on your way to becoming a solar energy master! In this guide, the popular Evil Genius format ramps up your understanding of powerful, important, and environmentally friendly solar energy - and shows you how to...
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Pro JavaScript Techniques: Second EditionApress, 2015

	Pro JavaScript Techniques is the ultimate JavaScript book for today's web developer. It provides everything you need to know about modern JavaScript, and teaches you what JavaScript can do for your web sites. This book doesn't waste any time looking at things you already know, but instead concentrates on fundamental, vital...
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Photoshop CS6 and Lightroom 4: A Photographer's HandbookRocky Nook, 2012

	
		Adobe Photoshop is central to almost all photography workflows and Lightroom has rapidly been adopted as well. Each new version of the software is a milestone in the development of these vital imaging tools, and the 2012 releases are no exception.

		

		Photographers often feel overwhelmed when starting with Photoshop;...
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Advanced CMOS Cell Design (Professional Engineering)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Our fi rst book, Basics of CMOS Cell Design, covered integrated circuit technology scale down, the MOS device model, layout and performance perspectives. It also included an extensive study of basic gates, interconnect and analog cells. We introduced basic cell design and simulation using user-friendly educational tools, Microwind and Dsch,...
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Guide to HTML, JavaScript and PHP: For Scientists and EngineersSpringer, 2011

	There are many students and professionals in science and engineering, other than those specifically
	interested in fields such as computer science or computer engineering, who need to
	know how to solve computational problems on computers. There are basically two approaches
	to meeting the needs of such people. One is to rely on software...
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